The Hilbert transform on the real line has applications in many fields. In particular in one-dimensional signal processing, the Hilbert operator is used to extract global and instantaneous characteristics, such as frequency, amplitude, and phase, from real signals. The multidimensional approach to the Hilbert transform usually is a tensorial one, considering the so-called Riesz transforms in each of the cartesian variables separately. In this paper we give an overview of generalized Hilbert transforms in Euclidean space developed within the framework of Clifford analysis. Roughly speaking, this is a function theory of higher-dimensional holomorphic functions particularly suited for a treatment of multidimensional phenomena since all dimensions are encompassed at once as an intrinsic feature.
Introduction: The Hilbert Transform on the Real Line
The Hilbert transform is named after D. Hilbert, who, in his studies of integral equations, was the first to observe what is nowadays known as the Hilbert transform pair. However, the Hilbert transform theory was developed mainly by E.C. Titchmarsh and G.H. Hardy. It was Hardy who named it after Hilbert. The Hilbert transform is applied in the theoretical description of many devices and has become an indispensable tool for both global and local descriptions of a signal. It has been directly implemented in the form of Hilbert analogue or digital filters which allow one to distinguish different frequency components and therefore locally refine the structure analysis. Those filters are essentially based on the notion of analytic signal, which consists of the linear combination of a bandpass filter, selecting a small part of the spectral information and its Hilbert transform, the latter basically being the result of a phase shift by π 2 on the original filter (see, e.g., [33] For a real one-dimensional finite energy signal f , i.e., f ∈ L 2 (R), its Hilbert transform on the real line is given by
where Pv denotes the Cauchy principal value, meaning that in the integral the singularity at t = x is approached in a symmetrical way. Infinite energy signals, such as (piecewise) constant functions and sines and cosines, should be interpreted as tempered distributions for which the Hilbert transform is defined as the convolution
where Pv 1 t is the Principal Value distribution satisfying, in the distributional sense,
In order to recall the fundamental properties of the Hilbert transform on the real line, we introduce the Cauchy integral of a function f ∈ L 2 (R):
This Cauchy integral is, as a function of the complex variable z = x + iy, holomorphic in the upper and lower halves of the complex plane and decays to zero for y → ±∞. In other words, for f ∈ L 2 (R), its Cauchy integral C[f ](x, y) belongs to the Hardy spaces H 2 (C ± ), respectively defined by
, enjoys the following properties:
with τ a [f ](t) = f (t − a). P(2) S is dilation invariant, i.e., 
P(3)
S is a linear, bounded, and norm-preserving operator. P(4) S is invertible with S −1 = −S, and thus S 2 = −1.
